
ESC Velocity
Permanent Hardware Enable Modification

Application Note

Introduction
The ESC Velocity -03 variant has a hardware enable circuit that directly inhibits the gate drive circuitry of the ESC,
reducing the risk of unintentional motor operation due to software commands.

In the standard configuration the ESC must receive a logic level high signal on the hardware enable input to operate.
Furthermore, when the ESC transitions from a hardware disabled to enabled state, a software enable command must
also be received before any motoring commands are accepted. Refer to the operator’s manual for more details.

The hardware enable circuit may be permanently enabled through a modification to the ESC logic board. After this
modification, the ESC will still have a software disable mode, but may now transition from the power on state to
motoring using only CAN commands.

! Hardware interlock is an important element of operator safety. Disabling this feature may increase the
risk of injury or death to personnel. Careful consideration must be given to how devices controlling
the ESC may operate automatically or unintentionally. Currawong Engineering does not recommend
this modification and assumes no liability for injury or damage associated with this modification.

Procedure
Open the ESC enclosure by removing the fasteners securing the plastic endcaps and the two aluminium halves. The
ESC electronics do not need to be fully removed from the enclosure to complete the modification.

The hardware enable input conditioning circuit is located on the ESC logic board in the corner near the positive
battery terminal (refer to figure 2). Provision has been made for a pullup resistor, R56, to permanently assert the
enable signal high. Clean any existing solder from the pads and install a 1 to 10 kΩ, 0603 resistor. The specific value,
tolerance and power rating of the resistor are not critical to this application.

Additionally, the user may wish to remove the series input resistor R49 (10 kΩ, 1/8W, 0805). This will isolate the
enable circuit from the communications header.

Normal functionality may be restored by removing R56 (and replacing R49 if it was removed).
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To Isolation, Gate Drive and MCU

Figure 1: Enable input circuit schematic

Figure 2: Component locations
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